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Abstract
                Radiation force in Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac equation is analyzed for possible 
signature of irreversible action over and above the well known reaction from Larmor
radiation. The analysis shows that in the presence of jerk, the classical electron dissipates 
a certain fraction of field-particle interaction energy. Radiative dissipation occurs only 
when jerk has orthogonal component to acceleration to impart gyration action. The
radiative temperature is generally estimated and is shown to corroborate to Hawking-
Unruh temperature for electrodynamics at the event horizon of a gravitating body.
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1.0 Introduction
Radiative dynamics has been particularly analyzed in electrodynamics while 
predicting the motion of a charged particle in electromagnetic field [1-8]. The radiation 
and its reactive influence on the motion are analyzed through the consideration of energy-
momentum conservation in the presence of self field of the accelerated charged particle. 
Noting the variancy of the radiation force under time reversal some authors have 
preferred to call it as damping force, though very little is talked about its irreversible 
consequence. One generally validates microscopic reversibility of radiation and its 
reaction considering the inverse process to the Larmor radiation that has characteristic 
intensity and angular distribution. By suitably designing the inverse process one may 
think of nullifying the radiation reaction, but this logic is hardly consistent with the well 
established dynamics due to Abhraham-Lorentz-Dirac in describing motion of an electron 
in the electromagnetic field F . In the electrodynamic equation,
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   R ( 0m and q respectively are the rest mass and charge of the 
electron, v , v , and v are the instant 4-velocity, 4-acceleraton, and 4-jerk respectively; 
2v v v    ) the radiative force 2 2( )2 / 3R v v v q c       bears the reaction term
2 2(2 / 3 )q c v v due to 4-momentum loss through the Larmor mode at the rate of 
2 22 / 3q v v c  . But, this reaction is internally compensated in R as the 4-jerk term has 
its component along 4-velocity as ( 22 / 3q c ) ( )vv v ( 2vv v v v      ).  This compensation 
remains true even for the infinitesimal limit of the jerk force while attaining uniform 
linear acceleration. This leaves us with the fact that the radiation force R is in effect 
constituted of the 4-jerk components other than the reaction 4-force and it violates 
symmetry under time reversal.
2.0 Analysis of irreversible action of radiative force
In order to examine irreversible action of 0[R , R]R   , one considers an instant 
commoving frame ( v=0 and =1 ,   [1,-v/c]v  ) where the reaction and its 
compensatory 3-force terms in R are explicitly absent as R 2 2(2 / 3 )(v/c )q c  and the 
local force equation is given by 0vm  = 2 2E+(2 / 3 )(v/c )q q c  . (The equation is written by 
expressing the components of 4-vectors 0[ , ],v v v
    and 0[ , ]v v v    as 
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One finds that R is resolvable into two orthogonal components, one along the unit 
acceleration, eˆ v/v  , as 2 3 aˆ ˆ(2 / 3 )(v e)e Rq c     and the other along ˆde/dt (the gyrating 
unit acceleration) as 2 3 bˆ(2 / 3 )vde/dt Rq c  , ˆ ˆ ˆde/dt=[v-(v e)e]/v   . The local dynamics 
thus takes the form: 0 ˆ ˆ[ - (v e)/v]v = E+ vde/dtm q      , ( 2 32 / 3q c  ), or, 0 a bv-R = E+Rm q . 
The result shows that the acceleration component of the radiation force bears an inertia 
0ˆ- (v e)/v m     and therefore, its displacement action is registered as the additional 
kinetic energy rate, 20m d(v / 2)/dt . Whereas this component is identifiable with the 
dynamic inertia as energy carrier, the other one ( bR ) representing gyrating action of a 
unit vector does not have similar bearing to any structural aspect of the field particle 
interaction. The irreversible action of aR in forward and backward courses in time will 
be registered in terms of different inertias while that of bR under the two courses will be 
recognizable only by the time. Hence the energy dissipation in bR action will bear no 
structural signature and will be through radiation mode ( BE ) of null work potential 
different from the well ordered Larmor radiation ( LarmorE ).
Thermodynamic dissipation as the consequence of dynamic action of force 
exhibiting variancy under time reversal assumes significance with the reported analysis 
of vacuum field from accelerated frame leading to the conjecture that an accelerated 
object experiences a heat bath emitting thermal radiation [9]. Thermal dissipation as the 
effect should leave its finger print in the accelerated dynamics. 
3.0 Radiative dissipation under the irreversible action of radiative force
The total dissipation due to the radiative action will be reflected in the differences
of Larmor radiation power ( LarmorE  ) under a given external field in the absence and 
presence of radiative force R . Thus the observer from the instantly commoving frame 
will compare the acceleration magnitude v with the one, v , that would attain if the 
irreversible force did not act. As the observer could compare under the instantly null 
kinetic energy for both the situations, he will conclude from energy conservation point of 
view that the total dissipation rate is exactly equal to the unavailable Larmor radiation 
power, LarmorE  . The local equation relates the two accelerations as 0v R/m
= 0E/ vq m   , so that one writes 2 2 2 2a 0 b 0v [1 R /( v)] (R / ) vm m      , or,
2 2 2 2 2
a 0 a 0 b 0v v = (-2R v / R / ) (R / )m m m      ..Thus, LarmorE  2 2 2 32 (v v ) / 3q c   =  
2 2 2
a 0 a 0 b 0[(-2R v / R / ) (R / ) ]m m m   . The structureless radiative part of dissipation BE
is thus  2b 0(R / )m . Recalling that bR is ˆvde/dt , and  2 3(2 / 3 )q c , one gets BE = 
2 3 2 3 2 2 2
0(2 / 3 )(2 / 3 ) v (de/dt)q c q m c  . Evidently, BE is will be present when the 3-jerk has 
the nonzero component ˆ ˆ ˆvde/dt [v-(v e)e]    , orthogonal to the acceleration. In linearly 
accelerating case BE is absent. The observer in his frame will define angular speed (θ ) of 
gyration of this jerk component with a radius of v as vde/dt =θ v  . Using arc length ( )s t
as parameter, the angular velocity is describable in the triad space of Frenet-Serret as 
ˆˆ ˆ ˆdθ/ds de/ds= - + b  , where the ortho-normal triad members are tangential velocity 
ˆ ,  normal eˆ and bi-normal bˆ ; ˆdυ/ds  and ˆdb/ds  being the curvature and 
torsion respectively in ( )s t . Thus 2 2 2(de/ds) = +  , or, 2 2 2 2(de/dt) = ( + )( / )ds dt  . 
When the gyrating path ( )s t does not have the torsion, one rewrites 
2 2 2 2 2(de/dt) = (ds/dt) v / (ds/dt)   . The instant velocity though zero, the observer can 
evaluate the rate of arc coverage, ds/dt s  , from the evolution of the tangential 
component, ˆ ˆ ˆvde/dt [v-(v e)e]    . Substituting the evaluated 2(de/dt) into the BE
expression obtained above, one gets BE = 2 3 2 2 2 4 20(2 / 3 )(2 / 3 ) (v/c) (c/s)q c q m c  . BE
approaches 2 3 2 2 2 40(2 / 3 )(2 / 3 ) (v/c)q c q m c  when the s value tends to that of the signal 
speed. BE vanishes when the angular speed (θ v/s  ) approaches zero.
The observer from instant commoving frame can also evaluate the R action 
directly considering the energy equation of the electrodynamics, which in this instant 
frame can be expressed as, 2 2 30d( v /2)/dt (v v)2 / 3m q c  2 2 3[d/dt(v v)- v ]2 / 3q c   . This 
energy balance equation when rewritten as 2 2 32 v / 3q c 
2 3 2
0 0
dK d
+ [(2 / 3 )dK/dt], K=( v /2)
dt dt
q m c m , shows that the Larmor radiation power does 
not account for the total loss rate of kinetic energy ( -dK/dt ) noted in the frame. A part of 
the kinetic energy loss during the time period of 2 30(2 / 3 )q m c is set aside in the power 
accounting, as if the unaccounted part is manifesting in different form over the 
characteristic dimension 2 20(2 / 3 )q m c at the speed of light. The point charge of ALD 
dynamics while executing motion on its world path enjoys stochastic freedom within this 
dimension. In quantum electrodynamics, it is recognized that vacuum polarization 
dominates within the classical dimension of this order (actually 2 20/q m c ). The stochastic 
freedom length 2 20(2 / 3 )q m c can be considered to represent root means square 
interdisplacement of electron and positron charges as vacuum polarized state. This 
displacement taking place in any of the three directions with equal probability, that is, 
2 2 2
x y z    2 202 / 3q m c , the dissipative emission is anticipated to be from the 
spherical surface of radius of curvature 2 2 2 203(2 / 3 )x
x
q m c  , with the point mass 
located at centre of the sphere. The emission will have blackbody energy spectrum in 
order that it corroborates to dissipative energy loss of null work (chemical) potential. 
The spherical surface 2 2 204 (2 / 3 )q m c will attain the black body temperature 
bT to be given by 
2 2 2 4
0 b B4 (2 / 3 ) ESBq m c T    . Substituting the derived expression of 
BE at the event horizon of a gravitating body as 2 3 2 2 2 40(2 / 3 )(2 / 3 ) (g/c)q c q m c (g being 
the acceleration due to the gravity ), one gets 4 2 3 4b (2 / 3 )(g/c) /[12 ]SBT q c  , where SB
is the radiation constant  ( SB = )15/(2 2345 chkB , 2h , the Planck’s constant, and 
Bk , the Boltzmann’s constant). The above result leads to bT    
  2g / (2 ) {( / )160 /3}Bc k q c    1.05 g / (2 )Bc k  .  The estimated bT of the heat bath 
associating with the gyrating electron under the gravitational acceleration g closely 
reproduces the result arrived by Hawking-Unruh [9].   
4.0 Conclusion
Dissipation in radiative mode to occur, the jerk should have the orthogonal 
component, ˆ ˆ[v-(v e)e]  to acceleration. It is evidently possible in radial acceleration and 
not possible in linear acceleration. An inertial observer will note the radiative dissipation 
in motion on curved space. The temperature of radiative heat bath at the event horizon is 
estimated and found to corroborate to the reported result. With the inbuilt criterion of 
dissipation, the ALD equation stands at the centre stage to understand the cause of 
dissipation, or, coherence in dynamics. An ab-initio variational approach of obtaining 
radiative dynamics, instead of the field specific approach as used for deducing ALD
equation, will show the rule of game of a classical system for its making transition 
towards quantum coherence. 
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